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 SAFETY
 CAUTION
 Read Rules for Safe Operation and Instructions carefully.

 WARNING
 1.    To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not use this fan with any 

solid state speed control device.
 2.   This appliance has a polarized plug(one blade is wider than the other). 

To reduce the risk of electric shock,this plug is intended to fit fully in the 
outlet only one way. If plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse plug. 
If it is still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt to 
defect this safety feature.

 3.  Do not leave fan running unattended.
 4.   To reduce risk of electrical shock and injury from rain, do not use in a window. 

Do not use where fan could fall into bathtub or other water container.
 5.   Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.
 6.  Never insert fingers, pencils, or other foreign objects through the grill
 7.   Disconnect fan when removing grills for cleaning. Reinstall before  

plugging into power supply.
 8.   To protect against electrical shock, never immerse fan, cord of plug in 

water. Avoid using volatile cleaners.
 9.  Avoid contact with moving parts.
10. Do not operate in presence of volatile or explosive fumes.
11.  Do not place fan or any parts near an open flame, cooking or other  

heating device.
12. Do not pull cord to disconnect, grip plug instead.
13. Do not hang or mount fan on a wall or ceiling.
14. Disconnect fan when moving from one location to another.
15. Be sure fan is on a stable surface when operating to avoid turning over.
16. Do not use outdoors.
17.  Never operate fan with damaged electrical cord, plug, or when the fan 

malfunctions. Avoid use of extension cords.
18.  To avoid fire hazard, never place the cord under rugs or any part of an 

open flame, cooking, or heating appliance.
19.  This product is intended for household use only and not for commercial 

or industrial applications.

 RULES FOR SAFETY OPERATION
  When using electrical appliances, basic precautions should always be  
followed to reduce the risk of fire, electric shock and injury to persons, 
including the following:
 1.    The rules about cord and plug as below: 

(1)  This product employs overload protection (fuse). A blown fuse  
indicates an overload or short-circuit situation. If the fuse blows,  
unplug the product from the outlet. Replace the fuse as per the user 
servicing instructions (follow product marking for proper fuse rating) 
and check the products. If the replacement fuse blows, a short-circuit 
may be present and the product should be discarded or returned to an 
authorized service facility for examination and/or repair.

     (2)  Do not operate any fan with a damaged cord or plug. Discard fan or 
return to an authorized service facility for examination and/or repair.

     (3)  Do not run cord under carpeting. Do not cover cord with throw rugs, run-
ners, or similar coverings. Do not route cord under furniture or appliances.
Arrange cord away from traffic area and where it will not be tripped over.

 2. Fan should be used under rated voltage.
 3. Connect power after the fan is fully assembled.
 4.  Never insert fingers, pencils, or any other object through the guard when 

the fan is running.
 5.  Unplug from outlet: when not in use, when moving fan from one location 

to another, before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning.
 6. Disconnect fan when removing grilles for cleaning.
 7. Be sure fan is on a stable surface when operating to avoid overturning.
 8. DO NOT use fan in a window. Rain water may create an electrical hazard.

 PART NAMES



 ROUND BASE & COLUMN UNIT ASSEMBLY
 1.  Take the chassis and internal/external upright tube assemblies out of the 

packing carton, and screw off the chassis lock nut at the bottom. (See Fig. 1)
 2.  Align the upright tube bottom with a hole on the chassis, and tighten the 

chassis lock nut according to the drawing. (See Fig. 2)
 3.  Unscrew the external connector, adjust the internal upright tube to a 

proper height (Note: if there is no upright tube, the internal upright tube 
may slide into the external upright tube, and can be pulled out). Screw in 
the external connector. (See Fig. 3)

 4.  Unscrew the fastening bolt at the bottom of the head, put the head on 
the internal upright tube, alight the fastening bolt with the ring-shaped 
groove at the top of the internal upright tube, and tighten the fastening 
bolt. (See Fig. 4)

 GUARD & FAN BLADE ASSEMBLY
 1.  Take the Spinner out from the bag, then remove the plastic nut by 

turning it counterclockwise.
 2. Place the rear guard to the head unit make sure the handle is upward.
 3.  Screw on the plastic nut (clockwise) securing the fan guard on the the 

head unit. (Step 1,2,3 see Fig.7)
 4. Discard the small plastic sleeve located on the motor shaft.
 5.  Install the fan blade onto the motor shaft. Make sure the fan blade slot 

fits into the retaining pin of the motor shaft. (Step 4,5 see Fig.8)
 6.  Attach the spinner to the motor shaft by turning it counterclockwise to 

secure the fan blade.
 7.  Secure both guards firmly by tightening the fan guard then close easy 

clips. (Step 7 see Fig.9)
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 OPERATING INSTRUCTION
I. Remote Control (Fig. 10)
1. CONTROl key
 •  “ ” ON key

After the plug is inserted, the buzzer gives one sound, and 
the fan is in standby. Upon this key being pressed, the fan 
works for 3s at normal wind of Level 2 and enters normal 
wind mode of Level 1, the indicator illuminating and wind 
speed being Level 1. After power-on, the characters for room 
temperature and functions (TIMER, OSC, WIND MODE and 
WIND SPEED ) will illuminate.

 •  “ ” Off key
When the fan is running, press this key to turn off the fan.

 •  WIND “ ” speeD key
When the fan starts, this key is pressed repeatedly, wind speed changes 
in the order of “1-2-3”, and wind speed displays a corresponding level. 
Normal wind, natural wind and sleep wind have three levels of wind 
speed. Fig.10

 •  WIND “ ” mODe key
This key is provided to select air supply mode, and if it is pressed repeat-
edly, wind type will change cyclically in the sequence of “Normal Wind – 
Sleep Wind – Natural Wind”, and on the screen a corresponding indica-
tor will show the wind type of the fan. The three types of wind have the 
following features:
Normal wind: the fan will deliver wind constantly according to the 
wind speed level set by the wind speed key, wind speed having three 
levels
Natural wind: the fan will simulate natural wind according to the com-
puter pre-programming, and delivered wind speed is to change based 
on the program, making people feel fresh and natural. Depending on 
speed setting, the natural wind has three levels of speed.
sleep wind: the fan will simulate natural wind according to the com-
puter pre-programming, having three levels of wind speed. The deliv-
ered wind is light and soft.

 •  “ ” OsC key
If after the fan starts, this key is pressed repeatedly, the fan will oscillate 
and deliver wind according to the sequence of “Left/Right – Up/Down – 
‘8’ shape – fixed direction”. Corresponding indications are shown on the 
control panel, but there is no indication for air supply of fixed direction.

 •  “ ” TImeR key
The timing function can set the fan to shut up automatically after 0.5-8 
hour.
Timing Off: if this key is pressed after power-on, the 0 and first 0.5h 
bar graph on the timing plate illuminate, entering 0.5h timing. When 
this key is pressed repeatedly, the bar graphs on the timing plate will 
illuminate in turn clockwise, each bar graph showing 0.5h. Figures on 
the timing plate also illuminate in turn clockwise, indicating how many 
hours have been preset. After timing process is set, bar graphs on the 
timing plate will go out every 0.5h in turn counterclockwise, and each 
of the figures on the timing plate will also extinguish every 1h in turn 
counterclockwise until timing countdown reaches 0 to shut up. After 
completion of timing setting, press any key to increase the timing pe-
riod, which will continue countdown based on the finally set time. 

fig. 10



     For example, an operation where the fan is set to 
stop after 3 hours: press the timing key repeatedly to 
have the corresponding figures 0-3 on the bar graph 
of the timing plate to illuminate in turn, and stop the 
pressing action to start the timing countdown. When 
every 0.5h elapses, one bar graph goes out, until all lit 
graphs go out counterclockwise, indicating that the 
3-h timing has reached the shut-up time. The graphs 
on the timing plate go out and the fan powers off.  
After the setting is completed, the pattern for the  
timing plate is as shown on Fig.11.

2. HOW TO Use THe RemOTe CONTROl
  (1)  When using the remote control, align the emitter at the front of the 

remote control with the receiving window.
  (2)  The remote control can work well with a distance of about 5m from 

the front of the fan and at deflection angle of 30 degrees.
  (3)  Direct sunshine shall be avoided, as this may affect the effect of the 

receiver.
  (4)  When the remote control is not in use for a long time or before batter-

ies inside decay, remove the batteries for proper disposal.
3. ReplACemeNT Of bATTeRIes IN RemOTe CONTROl
  When using the remote control, put in batteries. 

The remote control uses two 1.5V AAA batteries. 
For the method of installation, see Fig. 12.

 (1) Open the battery cover.
 (2)  Put in new batteries, and pay attention to  

poles (+ and -) of the batteries.
 (3) Put on the cover.
II. Keys (Fig. 13)
 •  “ ” ON/Off key 

After the plug is inserted, the buzzer gives one 
sound, and the fan is in standby. Upon this key 
being pressed, the fan works for 3s at normal wind of Level 2 and enters 
normal wind mode of Level 1, the indicator illuminating and wind speed 
being Level 1. After power-on, the characters of functions (timing, 
oscillating, wind type and wind speed) will illuminate. When this key is 
pressed during operation of the fan, the fan will stop.

 •  OTHeR keys 
Keys such as “ ” Wind Speed, “ ” Wind MODE,“ ” OSC, and “ ” 
TIMER on the unit have the same functions as corresponding keys on the 
remote control.

III.  Height adjustment 
Unscrew the external connector, 
adjust the internal upright tube to 
a proper height and screw down 
the external connector. (See Fig. 4)

IV. Pitch air supply
  When adjusting the fan to provide 

air upward or downward, lift or 
press the head or housing in a 
light manner for adjustment.
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 USER SERVICING INSTRUCTIONS
 1.   Grasp plug and remove from the receptacle or other outlet device. Do 

not unplug by pulling on cord.
 2.   Open fuse cover. Slide open fuse access cover on top of attachment plug 

towards blades.
 3.   Remove fuse carefully. Insert the tip of your 

tool into fuse slot (close with the terminal), 
then prize the fuse gradually and slowly, but 
not overexert. If you feel tight, you can try 
it at several times and prize the fuse little by 
little. When one side of the fuse has been 
prized, then you can get the fuse out entirely.

 4.  Risk of fire. Replace fuse only with 2.5 Amp, 125 Volt fuse.
 5.   Close fuse cover. Slide closed the fuse access cover on top of attachment 

plug.
 6.   Risk of fire. Do not replace attachment plug. Contains a safety device 

(fuse) that should not be removed. Discard product if the attachment 
plug is damaged. 

Notice: 
 1.   When you replace fuse, please don’t operate suddenly or overexert, or 

else the product will be damaged or cause accident.
 2.   When you feel it hard to be operated, please make sure you have got the 

right way.

 MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
  The fan requires little maintenance. Do not try to fix it by yourself. Refer it 
to qualified service personnel if service is needed.

 1.  Before cleaning and assembling, do not plug the pins into the socket.
 2.   To ensure adequate air circulation to the motor. Keep vents at the rear 

of the motor housing from dust, fluff and etc. A vacuum cleaner can not 
be used to clean these vents before unplug. Do not disassemble the fan 
remove fluff.

 3.   Please wipe the exterior parts with a soft cloth soaking a mild detergent.
 DO NOT use any abrasive detergent or solvents to avoid scratching sufrace.
 DO NOT use of the following as a cleaner: gasoline, thinner, bending.
 4.   Do not allow water or any other liquid into motor housing or interior 

parts.

 CLEANING
  1.  Be sure to unplug the power cord from the outlet before cleaning.
 2.   Plastic parts should be cleaned with mild soap and damp cloth or sponge. 

Thoroughly remove soap film with clean water.
3.  Be sure not to get water or other liquid enter the inside of the motor.


